Results from the Equitation with Jumping Competition on 9th November 2019

NOVICE Class
1st Annissa Chu – Lucy (PD35)
2nd Aryaa Tanna – Joyton Yum Yum (PR236)
3rd Kaitlyn Er – Chatterbox (PR162))
4th Meira Er – Eiluns Josie (PR214))

ADVANCED Class
1st Anise Walker – Kassandra (PR222)
2nd Amy Aagren – Joyton Yum Yum (PR236))
3rd Charlotte Fernandez – Toby (PR242)
3rd Rachel Freeman – Toby (PR242)
5th Cherise Huetinck – Joyton Yum Yum (PR236)
6th Bori Gibb – Boomerang (PR246)

Highly Commended:
Ruby Chan – Roxy (PD47)
Sophie Ireland – Kassandra (PR222)